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• The Young Magicians Club Team:

In this issue we have a true feast of magic for
you! We celebrate a 50th and a 100th event fifty years of the Young Magician of the Year
competition and the 100th Birthday of US
magician John Calvert.
As you know the finals of the Young Magician
of the Year took place on 31st July and we are
delighted to congratulate Ben Proos who won,
James Wilson who came second and Sonny
Pennington who came third – all of them members of YMC! You can see photos of them, and
other finalists, on page six.

Photo by Gordon Drayson

Published by The Young Magicians Club,
Centre for the Magical Arts,
12 Stephenson Way,
London, NW1 2HD,
England.
Tel: 020 7387 2222

The celebration of John Calvert’s birthday took
place at the London Palladium. Top names from
Las Vegas were there - Mac King, Michael Finney and Jeff Hobson were all in great form
- and Hans Klok from the Netherlands brought a grand show of his illusions for us to
enjoy. However it was Marko Karvo from Finland who stole the show with his incredible
bird act.

President:

Jack Delvin

Chairman:

Kevin Doig

Secretary:

Clive Hyams

And then there was the IBM Convention in Southport...

Treasurer:

Stephen Kennard

‘Secrets’ Editor:

Mandy Davis

Webmaster

Andrew Webb

Workshop Team:

Steve Dela
Katherine Rhodes

STOP PRESS!

Guess what????
Dynamo is coming to J-Day!

All competitions, articles and letters should
be sent to the address above or e-mailed
to: mandy@TheMagicCircle.co.uk

Yes – you heard me! Kevin has managed to arrange for Dynamo to come and take part
on Sunday 23rd October so be sure to book your tickets. Details are over the page – no
admittance without pre-booking so act fast! Eric Jones, Michael Vincent and Dynamo
on the same day – what more can you want?
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J-DAY 2011

Don’t forget our own wonderful day of Magic just for you, the members of YMC!
This year you will be delighted to learn from two
Masters of their craft:
Eric Jones is one of America’s finest card and coin
magicians who brings you some excellent new ideas.
The amazing Michael Vincent will also be with you his
wonderful teaching skills will ensure you enjoy every
moment.
There will be dealers so that you can see all the latest
gizmos and gadgets, as well as books and DVDs, and
you must come and delight in the finals of our Close
Up and Stage competitions. The day will end with a
star-studded Gala Show.
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THE MAGIC
SYMPHONY
Every Saturday at 3.00pm.
Davenports Magic Theatre.

Doors open at 10 a.m. and the Gala ends at 8 p.m.

A new magic show for the whole
family
in the heart of the West End of Lon
don.

You can bring lunch with you but our sandwich and
snack bar will be open all day. Once you arrive in the
morning you cannot leave the building until the end unless your parents are collecting you early!

Playing cards form the the
atre orchestra and the conductor has mo
re than one
trick up his sleeve - astonishing
magic set to
classical music.

Tickets:
YMC members £12.00 (Adults £25) from:
cma@TheMagicCircle.co.uk or call 020 7387 2222.

Performed by multi award-winning
magician Paul
Brown, produced and directed by Rich
ard Leigh

Eric
Jones

Box Office 020 7836 0408
(Davenports opening hours)
or 08700 600 100 (24hrs with fee).

Book Online at
www.falseimpressions.co.uk
The Davenports Magic Theatre, Dav
enports,
7 Charing Cross Underground Arcade
, Strand,
London, WC2N 4HZ.
Full details: www.falseimpressions.co
.uk
or www.davenportsmagic.co.uk.
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YMC WORKSHOP DATES 2011
* 28th January 2012 (YMC Auction)
11th February 2012
* 10th March 2012
21st April 2012

* 19th May 2012
21st October 2012 (J-Day)
* 10th November 2012
16th June 2012
* 21st July 2012
* 15th September 2012 (J-Day Competition heats)

For members only. Workshop fee £5.00 paid on the day. Workshops will run from 11am - 4pm and will be held at
The Magic Circle HQ (address on page three). Be sure to bring packed lunch (drinks will be provided free), a deck
of cards, notebook and a pen as minimum requirements for the day. Please note: you must register in advance
each time. Email: kevin.doig@tesco.net
*Ali Bongo Show Dates

DEALERS’ DAY

THE MAGIC
CIRCLE GALA
AWARDS
DINNER

2011

Saturday 29 October 10 a.m - 4.30 p.m.

Royal National Hotel, Bedford Way,
London, WC1H 0AP
Dealers’ Day this year sees another fine gathering of
dealers selling everything from basic necessities to
some of the newest effects on the market for you
to view and buy. Come along, meet your friends,
as well as new people and some well known names
in magic. Session and discuss magic in the cafe,
stock up on your equipment or be tempted by the
latest miracle. Throughout the day there may also be
impromptu sessions with some well known names in
magic - it’s more than just a shopping trip!

THURSDAY 13TH OCTOBER 2011
A lavish dinner, guests of honour and star-studded
cabaret will take place at the Royal National Hotel,
Bedford Way, London WC1H 0AP. See this year’s
awards being given to stars of Magic as you enjoy
an excellent meal and good company!

Entry is FREE to YMC members on production of
their membership card (£3.00 for accompanying
parents/guardians and non member under 16s, all
others £5.00). If you have any questions contact
Katherine Rhodes at:
katherinerhodes@themagiccircle.co.uk
No need to book - see you there!

HAPPY 100th BIRTHDAY
JOHN CALVERT!

Bring all the family!
Tickets are £40.00, paid for by cheque, from The
Magic Circle Awards Dinner, 12 Stephenson Way,
London NW1 2HD - include the names of your guests
too.
Paul
Zenon

It was certainly a night of stars at the London
Palladium! Impresario Paul Stone had pulled out
all the stops to ensure that John Calvert would
celebrate his 100th Birthday, and his first
appearance at the London Palladium, in style.
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John Calvert
& Tammy

Mac
King
(right)

YOUNG MAGICIAN OF
THE YEAR 2011

Words:
Mandy Davis
Pictures:
Arto Airaksinen
& Mandy Davis

2nd Place:
JAMES
WILSON

1st Place:
BEN
PROOS

Oliver Ward

3rd Place:
SONNY
PENNINGTON

Henri
White
Joe
Strickland

Richard Cadell
& Sooty

YOUNG MAGICIAN OF THE YEAR

REVISITED!

Started in 1961, the Young Magician of the Year celebrated its 50th Anniversary with an amazing day of magic
talks and performances. All the contributors had taken part in the competition over the years, most of them
award-winning.
The day opened, quite rightly, with Dr. Michael Colley and a short illustrated history which included photos
of performers as they were back then - and now! Hairstyles, or lack of, were the main contributors to the
laughter… We had a fascinating talk from full-time inventor Angelo Carbone about creativity and how he
starts to develop a new trick - something that Angelo does for his living. Russ Stevens showed us how a good
promotional DVD should look and explained that bookers only need ninety seconds to make up their minds.
Dr Richard Wiseman talked about his field of magic, psychology, and the way that visual effects work on our
perceptions.
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Dr Richard
Wiseman

Russ Stevens

Dr Michael
Colley

Angelo
Carbone

Paul Kieve

After lunch we heard about cruise ship work from Richard Griffin, a real expert in this field. We also saw an
emotional film about the work David Owen and Richard McDougall have been doing with a summer camp
- teaching magic tricks as Occupational Therapy for children who need to exercise their fingers and hands.
Finally Paul Kieve had us mesmerised with his brand of theatre and movie consultancy work: he has created
the magical effects for many productions from the Harry Potter movies to Ghost the Musical.
There was a Close Up show in which three out of five performers were past members of YMC - Ben Hart,
Steve Dela and Michael Jordan are all past winners of Young Magician of the Year too. Marc Oberon and Nick
Einhorn were also performing close up - they had been in the competitions in the days before YMC
existed.
The day ended with a great gala show. Again all the performers had been competitors in Young Magician of
the Year and have great careers as top magicians: Matt McGurk, Martyn Rowland, Noel Britten, Amythest,
Bertie Pearce, Russ Stevens, Richard Cadell (and Sooty with Sweep!), Graham Jolley and Paul Dabek all
brought their acts to the stage with real joy at being included in what had been a really informative and fun
day of magic and memories.
David Owen

Bertie Pearce

Noel Britten

Amethyst
Graham Jolley
& Harry de Cruz
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Richard
Griffin

ANY COLOUR
H
CALLED FOR
Easy

By IAN

Here’s two different effects using the same,
simple apparatus.
Many of us started with a toy box of magic.
Inside were some bits and pieces including a
plastic ‘Ball Vase’. I remember having fun with
this item!

EFFECT:
The performer states that the hand is quicker
than the eye and also mentions
normal
people’s
reactions are very slow. This is
further demonstrated by saying that inside an upright vase
there is a coloured ball and,
by flashing it quickly at the
audience, many will name the colour
without thinking. This is done
quickly enough so that the ‘flash’
might be impossible for everyone
to spot but with enough time for
most to answer ‘Red’.
They are wrong! When the lid of
the vase is removed there is a ball but it is CLEAR and TRANSPARENT.

ADAIR

SET-UP:
Place the clear ball inside the vase proper. The ‘feke’
showing the red ball, fits onto this. The lid is finally
placed on top.

WORKING:
Use the opening lines as mentioned and pick up the
vase. Lift the lid and casually (quickly too) ‘flash’ the
contents. Replace the lid immediately and ask your
audience to name the colour of the ball. A few will
definitely shout out ‘Red’. Simply shake your head (no) and, in
removing the lid, take away the
‘feke’ as well. Your friends will
see a clear ball sitting inside the
vase: this can be removed and
examined. If wished the ‘feke’ can
be palmed, as the lid is cast down
onto the table, and then it can be
ditched inside your pocket.

ANOTHER
PRESENTATION:

REQUIRED:
A plastic (or wooden) ‘Ball Vase’ which consists of an
upright base, a central ‘feke’ and a lid, plus a loose
ball. The ‘feke’ has a half-shell ball within it and this is
taken away with the upper lid.
The loose ball matches the coloured halfshell. In place of this we use a clear transparent ball. You can find solid clear balls in shops that
sell miniature crystal balls.

State that you are staging a ‘guessing game’. Hold the
vase up and tell the audience that inside is a ball. Try
to make it look like an accident when you place the
vase onto the table, by lifting the lid up slightly, quickly
revealing the contents - the red ball!
Then ask your friends to guess the colour, proving them
to be wrong in the end.
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Essential Magic Conference
To my eternal frustration, due to the pressures of schoolwork and other factors, I am often unable to go to all the
conventions that I would like. Therefore I was greatly
heartened last year to learn of the existence of the Essential
Magic Conference (EMC) where the lectures were delivered live
over the internet. Unfortunately, I missed the first conference in
2010 but I was given a ticket by a friend to “attend” the 2011
event.

By Jack Taperell

The conference stretched over three days at the beginning of
July and comprised over sixteen hours of performances and
talks from the likes of Paul Daniels, Lennart Green, Dan & Dave,
David Berglas, Dani DaOrtiz and Max Maven to name but a few.
Some viewers may have been disappointed to see that very few
tricks were explained fully, but the real value of the conference
was the wisdom that was passed down regarding the more
important factors: showmanship, history, marketing and
psychology.
There were
also discussions on the future of magic, the role of the internet and whether YouTube exposure was a positive or negative force. One of my favourite features was that you could
actually type questions to the speakers and to fellow attendees
- a rare opportunity to converse with magic’s giants.
Because the conference was held over three days, there was no
way that you could take it all in with one sitting. The sessions are all available for members to watch online and in a
few weeks the conference will be transferred onto DVD and delivered to all the participants to watch at their leisure.
Price can be an important issue, especially at our age. However, the conference this year only cost 70 Euros (about £60) for
everything - including the DVDs. Even if this sounds costly at
first, when you consider that you can pay much more than that
for a few single-trick DVDs, you realise it is a great bargain.
Overall, I thought that the EMC was superb. The finest
magicians from around the world gathered to share with us the
real secrets of magic, much more than mere methods. This was
probably the best convention that I have ever seen and I recommend that you all sign up in 2012.
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BROTHERHOOD
OF MAGICIANS
SOUTHPORT SHINES – IBM 2011

In spite of a gloomy forecast for the week the sun was shining, and the air was warm, in Southport; those who
attended the IBM annual Convention had a great time!
I have to say that I met some of the nicest people in the world of magic - it’s rare to find humility in performers
of any kind. Self belief is a key factor that drives a person, encouraging hard work and determination. However
when you spend time in the company of Michael Finney, Mel Mellers, Shawn Farquar and Wolverhampton’s own
Steve Evans – you learn that arrogance is never a necessity for success.
As stars of the convention Michael, Mel and Shawn all worked hard during the event. There were
lectures and performances from all three. Mel appeared in the Friday night show, delighting everyone
with his cutting and sarcastic humour. This kind of comedy can only be used by a very few – Graham Jolley
and John Archer also spring to mind – so I don’t recommend it to members of YMC. But Mel is a master of the art
and always busy, working all over the world.
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Continued on page 14

Pat Fallon

Mandy Fletcher

Chris De Rosa

Mel Mellers

Alex Hansford

Amethyst

Michael Finney

Sonny
Pennington

Romany

Rafael

ok with Jason
Anthony Darkstone Bro

Andrews

Anthony Darkstone Bro
ok with
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Joe M Turner & Jason And

rews

Russell
Levinson

Safire

Vittorio Marino

Jason Andrews
& Michael Finney

Toby Davis

Sebastian Walton

(With help
from Rob Cox)

Shawn Farquhar

Jason Andrews &
the junior workshop

Jeton
The
Gentleman
Juggler

Jason Andrews

ey with
Michael Finn

uhar, Joe M
Shawn Farq

n Andrews

Turner & Jaso
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Aonghus
McAnally

The Debate:

Pat Fallon, Paul Anthony, Viv Davies, Mel Harvey & Margaret McLean

Shawn Farquhar, from Canada, appeared on Anthony
Darkstone Brook’s Talk Show alongside Michael Finney,
Jason Andrews and Joe M. Turner from the US. It
was fascinating to learn a little more about them and
their views on magic. Michael’s act on the Gala show
featured Shrinking Head Illusion, Six Card Repeat,
Cut and Restored Rope and fun with a child and a
jumbo deck of cards. Shawn Farquhar performed in
the International Close up show as well as the Gala
- in fact Shawn never stopped performing! On or off
stage he had a deck of cards in his hand
and was always surrounded by people
enjoying his skill and his endless supply
of anecdotes. We were very lucky - he
came and taught at the workshop
too!
The IBM Junior workshop took
place on Sunday afternoon. There
were three teachers, all International
stars. Jason Andrews has lived in Las
Vegas all his life and performed his
award-winning silent manipulation act
in the Gala show. He shared some of his
secrets at the workshop - his great use of
ordinary paperclips as production holders for silks,
matches
and
Steve Evans
& Pat Fallon
the other items
he
conceals
inside his jacket.
He showed us
how the pockets
worked for him
too - a true inside
view of his act!
Award-winning,
and star of the close-up show, Joe M. Turner taught a
fascinating trick he had demonstrated in his lecture the
day before. It involved a shoelace and a finger ring and
was a simple, but effective, way of removing one from
the other by magic. It was fun seeing groups of juniors
at supper time practising this great bit of magic in the
local restaurant.

Shawn Farquhar just has joy of performing written
all over him! He taught some self working card
magic, as well as how to spin a card and catch it
on your face, so that there was something for
everyone. My
thanks to all
three
who
provided
a
full and fun
hour for this
exclusive group
of conventioneers.
The
competitions were fun Above -The Fletcher Dynasty: Rena, Mandy, Olive & Moira
and the close up was won by a previous winner of The
Magic Circle Close Up competition, Matthew Wright.
He used his acting skills to produce an odd character who sat hunched over a table and was constantly
surprised by the effects that seemed to evolve without
his help. The stage competition was won by a
Portuguese duo, Insperato, who also used
great imagination to produce a love story
enhanced by magic.
YMC was represented in the
convention shows too - Sonny
Pennington appeared in the first
cabaret, as well as the Stars of
Tomorrow which was compered by
YMC member and Young Magician
of the Year Ben Proos. Mandy Fletcher was in the opening show and came
third in the stage competition with her new
illusion act.
In the Gala show Rafael from Belgium presented
a quick change act and we also enjoyed Romany
who made a
Michael
brief stop in Finney
Southport.
She flew in
from
Malta
that morning
and was off to
Bangkok
the
next day!
Although there
were less people attending the convention this year
the fun was as enormous as ever! Next year the
convention will be in Great Yarmouth and I bet that
will be unforgettable too!
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Daisy Calder
What do you like most about Secrets? I like that it
tells you what magic there is around the country.
Strongest non-magical performing influences? My
music teacher, my mum and dad and Idina Menzel from
the musical Wicked.
Strongest magical influences? My second cousin is
really into magic and he always does tricks for us when
we go to visit.
What is your favourite magic on TV? Penn and Teller.

Age: 11
Current Home? Waterloo, London, close to the river.
Joined The Young Magicians Club? September 2010
- someone gave me membership as a present.
Hobbies apart from Magic? I love to read, sing and
swim. At the moment my main hobby is ice-skating.

Which magician would you
most like to be and why?
There is a magician who
performs in the street in Bath.
I don’t know her name but
she is so confident and
excellent at magic. In summer you can always find her
at the bottom of Broad Street.
(Ed. Note: her name is Billy Kidd
- right).

Favourite magic book? Magnificent Magic edited by
Suzannah Pearce.
Favourite magic DVD? I don’t watch magic DVDs;
instead I read magic books.
Favourite Non-Magic Book? This is hard. I have to say
the Northern Lights Trilogy by Phillip Pullman.
Favourite Film? Definitely Voyage of the Dawn Treader
(the third Narnia film).
Favourite Magicians? I enjoy watching Penn and
Teller’s tricks. I also like how matter-of-fact they are.
What Kind Of Magic Do You Enjoy The Most?
Without a doubt, stage magic.

If you had your own TV chat show and could interview any three people - real or fictitious,
dead or alive - who would they be?
Lyra Silvertongue from the Northern Lights; Andrew
Lloyd-Webber because he wrote Joseph & the Amazing
Technicolour Dreamcoat; and Tulisa from N-Dubz.
Top tip for getting into magic? Always have a pack
of cards on you so you are prepared. And work on your
performance skills.
Some people I would like to thank in magic for
either their help or encouragement? Everybody at
the Young Magicians Club.
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£12.99 plus £2.00

Making Magic Memories

P&P contact:
Colin@aceofdiamon
ds.co.uk

by Colin Diamond
n Reviewed by Mandy Davis

HH

Some practice

Value for money?

N/A

8/10

Amaze your friend

Don’t be put off by the cover or the fact that
Worth the practic
this is a book! The shiny bright cartoon makes it
e?
look as if it’s a magic book for children - but it’s
actually a comprehensive beginners’ guide for
those of you who want to entertain at children’s parties.

s?

8/10

Colin Diamond is a working ventriloquist as well as a children’s entertainer. This book
reflects his no-nonsense approach to making a living from this type of performance. The
first section of the book deals with the business side of things, from Colin’s point of view. We learn how
he deals with the first phone call from a client, the sound system he prefers and the use of tables and backdrop.
There are some handy hints for keeping children in the right place at the right time and also a very good plan for a
two hour stress-free party which can be used as a template around which to build your own entertainment.
The book also contains five versatile routines for standard props such as a change bag and a whole section on
games to play so that, if you wish, you can incorporate these along with your magic show. The book ends with a
list of magic suppliers for children’s tricks and other necessary equipment.
The layout and font used is very neat and easy to read for any age group so this really is a very useful first guide for
you if you are hoping to become a children’s magician.

Devastation

by Wayne Dobson

n Reviewed by Matthew Field
allet, 2
Leather ‘Z’-fold w
instructional
gaffed cards and
p&p from
DVD. £25.00 plus
n.com
www.WayneDobso
Value for money?

9/10

8/10
s?

Amaze your friend

e?
Worth the practic

9/10

H
H
Some practice
This is a very impressive trick from the very impressive
Wayne Dobson. A deck is shown to have ‘all backs’
via a brief All Backs sequence. A wallet is shown. A
spectator names any card. That card is shown to be
in the wallet.
Mark Mason does the demonstrations, and teaches
the trick, which is part of his JB Magic range. It is
very easy to do. A table is needed (to do the card spreads) but the reset is
simple. The leather Z-fold wallet is good quality. Mark shows his turnover move
for the wallet which is very effective.
High marks all around for another Wayne Dobson winner!
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things that you might want to beg, borrow or steal (in a magical sense) - or put on your wish list!

Bullet Party
oto
Soft cover book, ph
illustrated. £17.00
om
plus £3.00 p&p fr
ic.co.uk
www.world-of-mag
Value for money?

8/10

John Bannon recently put out a DVD set with the same name,
and this book of about a dozen effects and sleights puts into
print form much that is on those discs.

8/10
s?

Amaze your friend

e?
Worth the practic

H
H
Some practice

by John Bannon
		 n Reviewed by Matthew Field

9/10

The tricks include three Ace assemblies, one traditional in
form, the other two decidedly mutant. There’s a sandwich
effect with a mutant variant, a “thought card” revelation
with a devious and bold method, a couple of false cuts, a
lovely substitute for the Benzais Spin Out move, and more.
As with virtually everything John does, the material is wellthought out and the sleight of hand fairly minimal. That
means it’s appropriate material for the intermediate-level card lover.

Production of the book is fairly minimalistic, but there are lots of photos and the
price is very low for material this good. That ‘thought card’ effect I mentioned will be something I add to my repertoire. There’s lots more in the way of treasure to be found here as well. If you’ve got the Bullet Party DVD set, this book is a
welcome companion. If you get the book, I think the DVD set will soon be on your wish-list.

HH

Jumbo Backstage Monte
by Devin Knight
n Reviewed by Matthew Field
You show the spectators a trick and then offer to
explain how it’s done. The trick is Three Card Monte
using a flap card, something often included in children’s beginner magic sets. Three Sevens are shown,
they are turned face down and the middle one is
removed, it is shown to have changed to a Jack.
You show that there is a secret flap with a Seven
on it which covers the face of the Jack when it is
inserted behind it, then the second Seven covers
the edge of the flap and the Jack. But after showing everything clearly, when the removed card is
turned face up, it has changed to an Ace.

Some practice

4 jumbo cards, on
e gaffed, plus 6
pgs. photo-illustrat
ed instructions.
£10.00 p&p free fr
om
www.albionmagic
company.co.uk
Value for money?

8/10

7/10

Amaze your friend

Worth the practic
e?

s?

7/10

There’s more involving a sticker on the back a card. The gimmick used is very clever, allowing for the
multiple changes. There is some exposure, of the flap card gimmick often used as a giveaway and included in beginner magic
sets. But I am unconvinced. Having said that, the effect is very good (search for Jumbo Backstage Monte on YouTube to see
a demo) and the gimmick is very clever.
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EUGENE BURGER
Left to my own devices, this is exactly the kind of
attraction or “ride” (if you can call it that) that I
would be perfectly happy to avoid.
I hate roller coasters and the mere thought of
dropping thirteen stories in an elevator, like the
word “parachute,” makes me feel more than a little
queasy. Consequently, when Giovanni and Terry
first suggested it, I made some negative rumbling
noises. They pressed on and I gave in - very
reluctantly I should add. At several times before we
got to the elevator, I frankly thought of dropping
out of line and waiting for them outside. (I didn’t:
it would have been too embarrassing considering
the enthusiastic nine-year-olds in line behind us.
Instead, I tried to think calming thoughts.)
Some years ago, I spent a few days in Florida as a
guest of the wonderfully clever magician, Giovanni.
Needless to say, I had a great time performing, and
discussing, magic into the late morning hours with
someone who thinks about it as endlessly as I do.
Alongside my late night sessions with Giovanni,
two other events made my visit to Florida quite
memorable. First, I was given a not-so-easy-toobtain backstage tour of Disney’s famed Haunted
Mansion. I have marveled at the Haunted Mansion
for years and the very idea of a backstage tour
really excited me. Even though this involved getting
up a 5 am, a few hours after I had gone to sleep, it
was truly fascinating. My biggest surprise was that
it was not at all as high tech as I had imagined it
would be. Much of it seemed held together with
electrical tape! After all, this attraction is almost
forty years old!
Second, Giovanni and Terry Ward talked me into
visiting the Hollywood Hotel Tower of Terror at
Disney’s MGM Theme Park. One is immediately
struck by an almost unbelievable attention to detail
as you walk through the lobby - and then down
into the boiler rooms - of a 1920s Hollywood hotel.

The Hollywood Hotel Tower of Terror is certainly
the most impressive - I am tempted to say
awesome - amusement park attraction that I have
ever experienced. Curiously, it also raised some
rather fascinating questions for me about how we
perform our magic.
The core physical experience of the Tower of Terror,
as I said, is dropping thirteen stories in an
elevator. Actually, you don’t drop. You are pulled
down faster than gravity. At the same time, the
Tower of Terror is not simply this physical
experience. Better put, this physical experience of
dropping in an elevator has been enveloped in a
delightfully spooky story, a framework, that gives it
ghostly meanings that the mere physical experience
simply does not have.
The story is revealed to us as we pause on our
tour through the deserted hotel to watch part of
a television show, The Twilight Zone, which just
happens to be about this very hotel and the weird
events that caused it to become deserted. We learn
how the hotel was struck by lightening, how the
elevators fell and, strangely, how five people who
were riding in the elevator simply weren’t there
when the doors were finally opened. And, even
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Frames

now, their ghosts may
be lurking somewhere in
the dark corridors of this
empty hotel.

Terror. The ghostly narrative, the story framework, enhances our
experience. Further, it
expands our experience
by opening us to new
dimensions of fear and
apprehension.

Hollywood Hotel
Tower of Terror

Then we move on to
the basement, the boiler
rooms and, finally, an
empty elevator waiting
to take us up. Much
more happens when the
elevator doors close-but
I certainly won’t tell you
about it here. I wouldn’t
want to ruin your enjoyment. Some things
are best discovered for
ourselves.

As we left the hotel, not only was I pleased still
to be alive, I was also caught up in the thought
of what a different experience it would have all
been if we had simply gotten into a car of some
sort, been lifted up thirteen stories and dropped.
It would have been the same
Hollywood Hotel
physical experience-or would
Lobby
it?
Well, that’s the question, isn’t
it? Does the mental context
alter the physical experience?
Or is it the same physical
experience either way? If we
continue to divide the supposed “mental” and “physical” experiences in this way,
perhaps the physical experience IS the same in either
case.
Yet, if we think instead about the total experience,
which is simply our experience of the attraction
in its fullness, then dropping thirteen stories all by
itself is nothing like our experience of the Tower of

What about our magic?
Have you thought much
about involving your
audiences in something
more than the bare
“trick.” More and more
I have come to see that
the “bare trick” is little
more than a “stunt,” like
balancing a chair on your forehead. Many stunts
are exceedingly difficult to learn and are fun for us
to watch. In
performing their magic, many magicians are performing stunts.
Now I am not saying that
the performance of stunts is
bad. Far from it! I have been
entertained and impressed by
many such performances. No,
I am merely asking a question:
Do you think much about
involving your audiences with
something more than the
bare trick? Do you think about
the different kinds of frames
you might put around some
of your magic? An
interesting frame around a
piece of your magic might
enhance and expand your audience’s
experiences-very much like a weird ghost story enhances the experience of dropping thirteen stories
in an elevator.
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ADD YOUR OWN TOPPINGS BY SENDING IN YOUR PUZZLES!

LUCKYCUTS
Can you dissect this
horseshoe into six
pieces with only
two straight cuts?

Solutions

n

Dennis
Patten’s
Puzzle
Solution
Secrets
Aug ‘11

EIGHT CARDS: Swap the 8 and the 9, then turn the
9 upside-down so it reads as a 6. Both columns will
then total 18.

Solution

NUMBER 4 MAGIC: 0=4-4, 1=4/4, 2=(4+4)/4, 3=4(4/4), 4=4, 5=4+(4/4), 6=((4+4)/4)+4, 7=(44/4)-4,
8=4+4, 9=4+4+(4/4), 10=(44-4)/4.

WINNER!

Congratulations to Max Bishop
who wins the Derren Brown
signed programme!

ONE
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WORD

MENTALIST’S
AID
By IAN

A special ‘Aid’ for mentalists.
There are times when most of us have to remember a
special row of numbers, a code or a consecutive line of
playing cards. Even the complete first line of the top of a
page of a paperback has to be remembered before being
divined.
This ‘prop’ helps you. It’s very easy to make and is, in
fact, an everyday object - one which is in keeping with
the presentation of mental effects.

A SPECIAL PEN:
Go to Lidl which has many
branches throughout the
UK. The pens I use come
in packs of four and cost
less than £1.00. These are
Rollerball O.7 pens, in either black or blue ink. As
illustrated
the
snap-on
cap already has a clear
transparent ‘window’, on
one side only, which is ideal for our purpose.

and neatly as possible. Remember too, a second or even
third line of these is possible. Apply a little clear glue
here and there onto the written surface of this slip and
then use a pencil or rod to force it inside the hollow
cap. Make sure the slip sticks to the inner surface and
that the written side visibly appears through the clear
window. Now place the cap onto the writing end of the
pen.

PERFORMANCE:
When presenting an experiment which uses a
pen (eg: writing a prediction, getting a spectator to sign or initial a card etc) the cap is casually
removed and replaced naturally onto the opposite
end. Always make sure
the black area of the
cap is facing towards the
audience - the ‘window’ side
towards you!

Gaffed pen - facing away (top) and towards (bottom).

PREPERATION:
Using a small fret-saw, or sharp knife such as a Stanley
knife, cut away most of the protruding clasp which is
attached to the cap. This clasp is normally made to
clip over a top pocket. Once cut away, the entire clear
section becomes even more visible; yet, once the cap is
on the actual pen, it can be casually angled towards the
audience with the black section showing.
Because there are four pens in every pack, each one
could be used for a different effect or routine.

ADAIR

The rest is simple: glance at
the window and take note
of the numbers or codes
required.

The cap can be removed, and later pocketed, whilst the
actual pen can be left on the table alongside other items
used in the experiment.

NOTE:
A regular cap, removed from one of the other
pens, could already be inside your pocket or bag.
It isn’t really necessary but, when the faked one is
ditched, the genuine one could be casually removed
and replaced onto the pen.

Let us imagine you wish to remember a set-up of six
or seven (even more) playing cards in consecutive
order. Onto a small slip of thin white paper,
carefully write down the names of the cards,
eg: KH 7S 4D 9C JH AS etc. Try to write these as small
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The Pannier Market, 5 Southside St, The BARBICAN
Plymouth, Devon PL1 2LA. Tel: +44 (0) 1752 262756

ATTENTION:
All Card Workers
Buy a box of 12 packs
for only £20 and
receive two bonuses....
Bonus One: FREE P&P to UK Mainland.
Bonus Two: Buy up to 2 packs of Bicycle Fakes for
only £5 a pack. Normal price £8 per pack.
Choose From: Double Faces, Double Backs, Blank
Faces, Blank Back, Double Blank or One Way Decks.
You choose your back colour Red or Blue.
Special Mixed Fake Pack £6.
Call: Freephone 0800 - 01 88 118
Or 01737-353573 (best from a mobile)
or E.Mail: kevin@tssl.co.uk
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THE CARD
COLLECTION
All the latest decks of Playing Cards in
one place!
We stock over 2000 decks of cards in
various brands and sizes.
See all the decks on our new website
www.cards4magic.co.uk
THE LARGEST RANGE IN THE UK
VISIT OUR SHOWROOM
Mon-Fri 9am to 5pm

The Card Collection
87, Ellingham Way Industrial Estate
Ashford, Kent TN23 6JZ
E-mail: clive@cards4magic.co.uk
Tel : 01233 647878
Fax: 01233 646487

REVEALED:
For The First Time...

The Real Secrets Of Magic...

H

ere is a treasure trove of thoughts,
ideas, moves and articles. Plus over
40 superb tricks, this is destined to be the
most sensationally valuable bargain ever
offered to the magic world.

All your questions answered on the
what, why and how of close-up, children,
mental and stage magic.
You get over 100 pages of practical
experience of professional magic at a very
high standard all for the silly price of only £5.
And there’s more...
Included in every book you also receive
a brilliant 40-page bonus called ACT FACTOR.
This is a brand new in-depth study on
exactly how to create a new act.
To get your copy of “What Do I Know”
including “Act Factor” today at the silly price
of just £5 visit www.jackdelvin.co.uk or call
01689-826169 for more details.

VISIT THE
MAGIC CAVE

EVERYDAY
IN COVENT GARDEN

10% DISCOUNT
WITH THIS AD OR
GO ONLINE AT

www.magiccave.co.uk
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